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Abstract. The European Commission’s eEurope initiative aims to bring every citizen, home, school,

business and administration online to create a digitally literate Europe. The value lies not in the objective

itself, but in its ability to facilitate the advance of Europe into new ways of living and working. Just as in

the first literacy revolution, our lives will change in ways never imagined. The vision of eEurope is

underpinned by a technological infrastructure that is now taken for granted. Yet it provides us with the

ability to pioneer radical new ways of doing business, of undertaking science, and, of managing our

everyday activities. Key to this step change is the development of appropriate mechanisms to automate

and improve existing tasks, to anticipate desired actions on our behalf (as human users) and to undertake

them, while at the same time enabling us to stay involved and retain as much control as required. For

many, these mechanisms are now being realised by agent technologies, which are already providing

dramatic and sustained benefits in several business and industry domains, including B2B exchanges,

supply chain management, car manufacturing, and so on. While there are many real successes of agent

technologies to report, there is still much to be done in research and development for the full benefits to be

achieved. This is especially true in the context of environments of pervasive computing devices that are

envisaged in coming years. This paper describes the current state-of-the-art of agent technologies and

identifies trends and challenges that will need to be addressed over the next 10 years to progress the field

and realise the benefits. It offers a roadmap that is the result of discussions among participants from over

150 organisations including universities, research institutions, large multinational corporations and

smaller IT start-up companies. The roadmap identifies successes and challenges, and points to future

possibilities and demands; agent technologies are fundamental to the realisation of next generation

computing.
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1. Introduction

As the computing landscape moves from a focus on the individual standalone
computer system to a situation in which the real power of computers is realised
through distributed, open and dynamic systems, we are faced with new technological
challenges and new opportunities. The characteristics of dynamic and open envi-
ronments in which, for example, heterogeneous systems must interact, span organ-
isational boundaries, and operate effectively within rapidly changing circumstances
and with dramatically increasing quantities of available information, suggest that
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improvements on the traditional computing models and paradigms are required
[131]. In particular, the need for some degree of autonomy [80], to enable compo-
nents to respond dynamically to changing circumstances while trying to achieve
over-arching objectives, is seen by many as fundamental. While this notion is not
intended to suggest an absence of control, some application contexts offer no
alternative to autonomous software. In practical developments, Web Services, for
example, now offer fundamentally new ways of doing business through a set of
standardised tools, and support a service-oriented view of distinct and independent
software components interacting to provide valuable functionality. In the context of
such developments, agent technologies have become some of the primary weapons
in the arsenal aimed at addressing the emergent problems, and managing the
complexity.
Because of the horizontal nature of agent technology, it is likely that the successful

adoption of agent technology in these areas will have a profound, long-term impact
both on the competitiveness and viability of IT industries, and also on the way in
which future computer systems will be conceptualised and implemented.

1.1. Agents as a design metaphor

Agents provide designers and developers with a way of structuring an application
around autonomous [79], communicative elements, and lead to the construction of
software tools and infrastructure to support the design metaphor [65]. In this sense,
they offer a new and often more appropriate route to the development of complex
systems, especially in open and dynamic environments. In order to support this view
of systems development, particular tools and techniques need to be introduced. For
example, methodologies to guide analysis and design are required; agent architec-
tures are needed for the design of individual components, and supporting infra-
structure (including more general, current technologies, such as Web Services) must
be integrated.

1.2. Agents as a source of technologies

Agent technologies span a range of specific techniques and algorithms for dealing
with interactions with others in dynamic and open environments. These include
issues such as balancing reaction and deliberation in individual agent architectures,
learning from and about other agents in the environment and user preferences,
finding ways to negotiate and cooperate with agents and developing appropriate
means of forming and managing coalitions. Moreover, the adoption of agent-based
approaches is increasingly influential in other domains. For example, multi-agent
systems can provide faster and more effective methods of resource allocation in
complex environments, such as the management of utility networks, than any hu-
man-centred approach. Similarly, the use of agent systems to simulate real-world
domains may provide answers to complex physical or social problems which would
be otherwise unobtainable, as in the modelling of the impacts of climate change on
various biological populations, or modelling the impact of public policy options on
social or economic behaviour [15].
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1.3. Overview

This paper has arisen out of the work of the AgentLink project, a key focus of
which was the development of a technological roadmap to provide a focussed, up-
to-date assessment of how the agent field can and should develop. In so doing, it
addresses:

– briefly, the background to agent technology – its origins and focus;
– the state-of-the-art in agent technology – the current situation, in terms of tech-

nology and applications, including commercial success stories and failures;
– a long-term vision for the field – where we will be if agent technology succeeds, the

commercial opportunities and the impact that can be expected from this success;
– the technology gaps between the state-of-the-art and the long-term vision; the

problems that we need to solve in order to realise the long-term vision, the dif-
ferent techniques that are being applied in order to bridge these gaps; and

– a discussion of the implications of the study in specific terms for different sets of
stakeholders – the regulatory implications, the implications for research (such as
content gaps, funding gaps, etc), and the implications for industry (such as skills
gaps, collaboration opportunities, etc).

This paper thus describes the current state-of-the-art of agent technologies and
identifies trends and challenges that will need to be addressed over the next 10 years
or so to progress the field and realise the benefits. In Section 2, we review the current
use of agents both as a design metaphor and as a source of technologies, before
considering the relationships with other disciplines and agent applications. Section 3
then offers specific indications of the possible ways in which the field might develop
over the next 10 years, broken into four distinct phases. From this particular
timeline, Section 4 identifies several technological challenges that arise, while Sec-
tion 5 considers the complementary challenges for the research and development
communities. Finally, in Section 6, we review application opportunities that either
demand or suggest the use of agent technologies for full realisation.

2. Current state-of-the-art: research and development

2.1. Agents as design

The use of agents as an abstraction tool, or a metaphor, for the design and con-
struction of systems provided the initial impetus for developments in the field. On the
one hand, agents offer an appropriate way to consider complex systems with multiple
distinct and independent components. On the other, they also enable the aggregation
of different functionalities that have previously been distinct (such as planning,
learning, coordination, etc.) in a conceptually embodied and situated whole. Thus
these notions provide a set of technology areas that relate directly to these
abstractions in the design and development of large systems, of individual agents,
of ways in which agents may interact to support these concepts, and in the
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consideration of societal or macro-level issues such as organisations and their
computational counterparts.

2.1.1. Agent-oriented software engineering. Work on methodologies and software
engineering for agent systems exploits synergy from the interaction with existing
communities such as the software and knowledge engineering communities, and has
a strong emphasis on practical use in industry. The main goal is to determine how
agent qualities affect software engineering, and what additional tools and concepts
are needed to apply software engineering processes and structures to agent systems
[129].
Specific areas of interest here have included:

– requirements engineering for agent systems;
– techniques for specification of (conceptual) designs of agent systems;
– verification techniques;
– agent-oriented analysis and design;
– specific ontologies for agent requirements, agent models and organisation models;
– libraries of generic models of agents and agent components;
– agent design patterns;
– validation and testing techniques; and
– tools to support the agent system development process (such as agent platforms).

To date, this work has largely concentrated on analysis and design methods,
development tools and languages for programming and communication [78, 124].
Although substantial progress has been made in recent years after an initial absence
of such supporting work, most developments are still largely at the prototype stage.
There are experiments and some case-studies but these have been ad hoc rather than
methodical and systematic in testing.
A related but distinct aspect under the broad heading of agent-oriented software

engineering is concerned with the use of agents in the development of complex
distributed systems, as opposed to the application of traditional software engineering
to agents. This work adopts the metaphor of agents, or the design view by which
agents provide a natural and elegant means to manage complexity. The complexity
of many systems arises from the interactions between the components of the system,
and an agent paradigm provides a natural way to model such interactions. The agent
abstraction may be applied not just to represent technological components of
implemented systems, but also to the modelling and design of complex systems that
may be implemented in the most appropriate fashion. Of course, given the initial
complexity that motivates an agent approach, it seems likely that the entire devel-
opment lifecycle in such cases will benefit from agents.

2.1.2. Agent architectures. Agent architectures are the fundamental engines
underlying the autonomous components that support effective behaviour in real-
world, dynamic and open environments [39].
Initial efforts in the field of agent-based computing focused on the development

of intelligent agent architectures, and the early years established several lasting
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styles of architecture. These range from purely reactive (or behavioural) agents that
operate in a simple stimulus-response fashion, such as those based on the Sub-
sumption Architecture of Brooks [17] at one extreme, to more deliberative agents
that reason about their actions, such as the class of belief-desire-intention (BDI)
agents (for example, [40] that are increasingly prevalent (including in commercial
products such as JACK [63] from Agent Oriented Software), at the other extreme.
In between the two lie hybrid combinations of both, or layered architectures, which
attempt to involve both reaction and deliberation in an effort to adopt the best of
each approach. Increasingly more sophisticated agents than the traditional BDI
kind are have also been developed, but the benefits of the increased sophistication
is largely confined to well-defined areas of need rather than offering general solu-
tions.

2.1.3. Mobile agent systems. Many researchers and programmers see agents as
programs roaming a network to collect business-related data in order to help users
to buy goods, or implement platform-independent code-on-demand, for example
[22]. This need for mobile agents is acknowledged, and builds on European
strengths, but mobility brings added security problems. The research effort con-
centrates on how to guarantee termination, security or exactly-once protocols [120,
123]. To protect against malicious hosts, agents should contain time-limit validity,
and electronic money with an expiration date. A key issue that needs to be ad-
dressed here is administrability of mobile agent systems through, for example, au-
thorisation policies; this has been a major reason why mobile agents have not yet
been taken up by the mainstream. Note also that hosts need to be protected as well
as agents.
End users already encounter the situation that, while ample bandwidth is available

on the backbones of network service providers, their experience is limited by the
constraints of the infamous last mile. Mobile agents may improve the end user
experience by offloading application-specific filtering, media adaptation, and other
pre-processing to a node with high bandwidth connectivity. This is particularly
interesting for mobile phones and portable devices.
One of the commercial application areas in which the added value of mobile

agents is very high is large-scale distributed or decentralised system integration with
highly adaptive and dynamic business logic. Existing solutions are generally cen-
tralised, pulling everything onto one platform, limiting the complexity and changes
that can be handled. A decentralised agent approach divides and conquers com-
plexity by pushing a large part of the business logic out onto source systems so that
much monitoring and aggregation can be done on each. This distributes workload
and increases robustness because the local processing can be performed indepen-
dently of other systems, resulting in fewer and more relevant interactions with these
systems, at a higher level of abstraction. In turn, mobility, mainly single-hop, is the
answer to the increasing need for flexibility and adaptability in business logic. Agents
can easily be deployed to source systems, carrying new database drivers, code to
interact with new application or file types, or new data processing rules. Software is
updated at the component-level, at runtime, proving a level of dynamism and flex-
ibility that goes far beyond current release policies. Agent communication and
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behaviour capabilities complete the picture, being very well suited to high-level
service-based interactions, the decentralised implementation of business logic, and
for adapting and handling change in their environment. A nice property of the
dynamic, component-level approach is that it naturally fits step-by-step system
integration, with each step resulting in added value for the business. This is a par-
ticularly significant advantage in the current economic climate, in which many
companies have seen mega-projects fail.
For example, Global IDs Inc in the US offers a next-generation product suite for

data integration based on the Tryllian mobile agent platform. Their data integration
products are capable of simultaneously monitoring many hundreds of enterprise
systems for relevant changes in data or meta-data, by deploying mobile agents onto
those systems. The agents tap into local databases or applications, keep track of
changes, can pre-process data and only forward relevant events or structured derived
data to centralised collectors – in real time if required. The mobility of the agents
allows highly customised functionality, which can be dynamically updated. Thus, the
business user can change the business rules that are being executed at any point in
time, while only relevant drivers and adapters are transferred to a source system.
Agents can asses the impact of changes in the business rules and handle that impact
throughout the integration process.
Other potential applications of mobile agent systems are in the management of

complex distributed networks with differentiated components, such as mobile tele-
communications networks. Mobile networks typically have several types of network
components: base stations, which interface directly with the mobile devices of end-
users; base-station controllers, which aggregate traffic from a number of base sta-
tions; and mobile switching centres, which switch calls between the network and
other networks. The optimal design of a mobile network – that is, the best location
of each type of network component – depends heavily on the pattern of network
traffic. One challenge of many mobile networks is that this pattern changes by time
of day or by day of the week; traffic during business hours may be concentrated in
city centres, for instance, while at other times it is more dispersed. Thus an optimal
network design may be one which changes with the pattern of traffic. Moving net-
work components is not usually feasible, but we may be able to move their func-
tionality: for example, a number of agents, each representing a network component,
could move around the physical network as the traffic pattern changed. Other
arguments in favour of mobile code include the avoidance of network latency, for
example to increase fairness in applications with bounded response times (such as
auctions).
Since the inception of the notion of mobile agents, research and development has

concentrated primarily on research in their basic operation, including the separation
of those components of a mobile agent that must be transported with it, different
migration models, the abstractions required for location-awareness and basic secu-
rity. Notable cornerstones of mobile agent work have been Telescript from General
Magic [126] (now superseded), Aglets from IBM [73], Mole from the University of
Stuttgart [12], enago from IKV++, TACOMA from the Universities of Tromso and
Cornell [68], as well as D’Agents from Dartmouth College [57], though there are
many others.
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2.1.4. Agent infrastructure. Agent infrastructure is concerned with developmental
and operational support for agent systems. Middleware technologies (e.g., [7, 90])
aim to address issues such as ad-hoc networking while taking into account the
heterogeneity of the environment. Mobile agent systems research has made impor-
tant contributions in terms of efficient code mobility mechanisms and resource dis-
covery mechanisms.
Middleware can be described as the software layer that resides between the

underlying host and network operating system on the one hand, and the application
layer on the other. Its purpose is to provide a common set of programming interfaces
that developers can use to create distributed systems [8].
In the last few years, several new technologies have emerged that are aimed spe-

cifically at the ad-hoc networking that is central to the support of significant agent-
based systems. These include Jini, UPnP and Salutation, for example, which define
discovery and registration protocols that allow for dynamic discovery. Similarly,
markup languages such as XML and RDF(S), along with standardised ontologies,
provide a means for resource description and manipulation of this data at a semantic
level.
Agent infrastructure also provides management functionality through such

mechanisms as Jini leasing, which controls access to registry services, communica-
tion support from underlying transport mechanisms to robust protocols for infor-
mation exchange, and security support to ensure that agents are properly
authenticated and suitably authorised to perform their required actions.
Much of this amounts to a matter of leveraging existing work for application to

agent-based computing, one of the most salient current examples being Web Ser-
vices (e.g., [5, 93, 98]. There are also now a large number of agent development
environments and toolkits (including 10–15 implementations of the latest FIPA
standards and several high profile commercial toolkits such as Agent Oriented
Software’s JACK, and Lost Wax’s agent framework). While not all of the available
tools are sufficiently mature for mission critical usage (especially the non-com-
mercial offerings), such systems are providing researchers and developers with vital
tools for rapid prototyping and testing of agent systems. In a similar vein, initia-
tives at the community level offer important potentially standardised infrastructure,
or standards for infrastructure, that can provide a critical enabler for development
of scalable interoperable systems. These include, but are not limited to, the fol-
lowing.

– Base technologies:
� The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is the universal format for structured

documents and data on the Web. It was designed for ease of implementation and
for interoperability with both SGML and HTML.

� The Resource Description Format (RDF) is a framework for describing and
interchanging metadata.

– eBusiness:
� ebXML aims to standardise XML business specifications. By providing an open

XML-based infrastructure enabling the global use of electronic business infor-
mation in an interoperable, secure and consistent manner.
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� RosettaNet is a consortium of major technology companies working to create
and implement industry-wide eBusiness process standards. RosettaNet stan-
dards offer a robust nonproprietary solution, encompassing data dictionaries,
an implementation framework, and XML-based business message schemas and
process specifications for eBusiness standardisation.

– Universal plug and play:
� Jini network technology provides simple mechanisms that enable devices to plug

together to form an emergent community in which each device provides services
that other devices in the community may use.

� uPnP offers pervasive peer-to-peer network connectivity of intelligent appliances
and wireless devices through a distributed, open networking architecture to
enable seamless proximity networking in addition to control and data transfer
among networked devices.

– Web services
� UDDI is an industry initiative aimed at creating a platform-independent, open

framework for describing services, discovering businesses, and integrating
business services using the Internet. It is a cross-industry effort driven by plat-
form and software providers, marketplace operators and eBusiness leaders.

� SOAP provides a simple and lightweight mechanism for exchanging structured
and typed information between peers in a decentralised, distributed environment
using XML.

� WSDL/WSCL: WSDL provides an XML grammar for describing network ser-
vices as collections of communication endpoints capable of exchanging messages,
thus enabling the automation of the details involved in applications communi-
cation. WSCL allows the abstract interfaces of Web services, i.e., the business
level conversations or public processes supported by aWeb service, to be defined.

2.1.5. Electronic institutions. As the complexity of the real-world increases, there
is a need to incorporate organisational concepts into computing systems, with the
purpose of considering organisation-centered design. Electronic institutions provide
a computational analogue of human organisations in which agents interact through
roles that are defined as specified patterns of behaviour [47, 122]. Similarly, virtual
organisations can potentially take advantage of the new electronic environments
through coalition formation among disparate partners to form aggregate entities
capable of offering new, different or better services than might otherwise be available
[89]. Agent technology can help enterprises reduce their operational costs and speed-
up time to market by helping distributed business processes run smoother and in a
better coordinated fashion. This has particular application to supply chain and
workflow management issues.
To design such systems requires a theory of organisation design, and knowledge of

how organisations may change and evolve over time. Sociological organisation
theory and social psychology are clearly important inputs to the design. Moreover,
for the design of open multi-agent systems, political theory may be necessary [85].
Open systems permit the involvement of agents from diverse design teams, with
diverse objectives, which may all be unknown at the time of design of the system
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itself. How the system as a whole makes decisions or agrees on joint goals will
require the adoption of specific political philosophies, such as whether issues are
subject to simple majority voting or transferable preference voting, etc. These aspects
of multi-agent system design are still in their infancy, and much interaction between
agent technologies on the one hand, and sociology, organisation design, political
science and social choice theory on the other, will be required to achieve mature
technologies.

2.2. Agent technologies

2.2.1. Overview. Agent-based computing has been a source of technologies for a
number of research areas, both theoretical and applied. These include distributed
planning and decision-making, automated auction mechanisms and learning mech-
anisms. Moreover, agent technologies have drawn from, and contributed to, a
diverse range of academic disciplines, in the humanities, the sciences and the social
sciences.

2.2.2. Multi-agent planning. Problem decomposition for distributed execution is
one of the earliest areas to achieve success, drawing on developments in traditional
planning. Issues studied here include ensuring that the distinct plans of different
agents in a system do not conflict, attempting to optimise the overall plan schedule,
and the decomposition and distribution of local planning tasks from a central goal
[34]. In partial global planning (PGP), for example, agents form abstractions of local
plans to use to inform other agents of plan steps of interest [43]. In this way, a partial
global plan can be constructed that minimises redundancy, improves coordination,
etc. Related work has addressed different strategies for maximising group perfor-
mance with planning, execution, monitoring, communication and coordination.
More recent efforts have provided models of team or group activity in which

agents collaborate towards specific objectives. Much of this work has been based on
explicitly formulated theoretical models of joint intentions and commitment strate-
gies, which provide underpinning theories in this area. Similarly, work on coalition
formation in this respect [111, 118] underpins more general considerations of virtual
organisations.

2.2.3. Agent communication languages. The power of agent systems depends on
inter-agent communication. Powerful agents need to be able to communicate with
users, with customers, with system resources, and with each other if they are to
cooperate, collaborate, negotiate and so on. Common agent languages hold the
promise of diverse agents communicating to provide more complex functions across
the networked world. Indeed, as agents grow more powerful, their need for com-
munication increases [19, 113].
The two agent communication languages with the broadest uptake are KQML

and FIPA ACL. KQML was developed in the early 1990s as part of the US gov-
ernment’s ARPA Knowledge Sharing Effort, and is a language and protocol for
exchanging information and knowledge, which has been used extensively [49]. The
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) is a non-profit organisation
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aimed at producing standards for the interoperation of heterogeneous software
agents. The unproductive standards war scenario that might have arisen at one point
seems now to have been avoided, with the most active participants supporting the
FIPA effort, which incorporates many aspects of KQML [72]. The FIPA standard
for communications is the FIPA Agent Communications Language (FIPA ACL)
[50], which has a defined syntax and semantics based on speech act theory from the
philosophy of language [9, 110].
Europe has been a prime mover in the FIPA standardisation effort, which seeks to

address interoperability concerns through a sustained programme. This is one area
in which the visibility of agent technology is strong, with some of the most active
take-up efforts from early adopters as, for example, is illustrated by the Agentcities
initiative.
Despite their merit, KQML and FIPA ACL only deal with agent-to-agent com-

munication. If we understand an agent as something that can act on behalf of a
human or an organisation, human-computer interface issues will be crucial for the
acceptance of agent technology. Questions remain of how a task can be delegated
from a user to an agent, how user preference structures can be transferred to agents,
and how the state of task execution can be adequately monitored and controlled by
the user.

2.2.4. Coordination mechanisms. For many years, researchers have been working
on problems associated with inter-agent processes [21, 31], but the relationship be-
tween the different elements is still under debate. Practical work on developing multi-
agent systems, however, has brought a lot of progress, ranging from the simple but
effective Contract Net Protocol [30, 114] in the 1970s to more recent work with, for
example, market mechanisms in coordination [109], and the investigation of prop-
erties such as fairness and truthfulness, and their utility and applicability to opti-
mising coordination among agents [45, 46]. After more than a decade of work,
research on coordination languages and models is focusing on the development of
case studies, allowing the impact of different classes of coordination models and
languages to be fully appreciated and compared. One very successful example is the
use of agents on the DaimlerChrysler production line, in which dynamic agent
coordination achieved savings of 10%.
Recently, formal dialogue games, which have been studied in philosophy since the

time of Aristotle [6], have found application as the basis for interaction protocols
between autonomous agents [84]. Dialogue games are formal interactions between
two or more participants, in which participants ‘‘move’’ by uttering statements
according to pre-defined rules. Dialogue-game protocols have been proposed for
agent team formation, persuasion, negotiation over scarce resources, consumer
purchase interactions and joint deliberation over a course of action in some situation
[3, 4, 35, 36, 82].

2.2.5. Matchmaking architectures and algorithms. Rather than require individual
agents in a multi-agent system to identify their own partners for cooperation, other
specially designed agents may provide assistance [71]. Matchmakers are agents that
maintain a continually updated repository of information about agents currently in
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the system, their capabilities, and other relevant information. Agents contact the
matchmaker, describing a task in the hope of finding a capable agent to assist.
Brokers take this to another level of sophistication in accepting tasks from
requesting agents, assigning them to others, and possibly also prioritising and
minimising cost, depending on the particular broker. Particularly important to note
is that unlike more traditional yellow pages services, these agents can perform partial
matches, providing much greater flexibility than might otherwise be available [32].
They provide an effective means for mediating the interactions between agents in an
open system. The RETSINA architecture [116] offers just one example of a concrete
platform offering such matchmaking and brokering services.

2.2.6. Information agents and basic ontologies. In the knowledge management
arena, an increasing number of companies are realising that their own intranets are
valuable repositories of corporate information, but without an understanding of how
to apply it effectively this information is likely to be useless. Knowledge management
is concerned with the acquisition, maintenance and evaluation of the knowledge of
an organisation, but demands tools that foster productive collaboration while cap-
turing, representing and interpreting the organisation’s knowledge resources. This
kind of knowledge can enhance adoption of best practice, highlight new business
opportunities, and speed up the identification of market dynamics and sales
opportunities. At present, companies employ largely manual processes, though ini-
tial applications are being developed.
Information agents typically have access to multiple, heterogeneous and geo-

graphically distributed information sources, in the Internet and corporate intranets,
and search for relevant information, on behalf of their users or other agents. This
includes retrieving, analysing, manipulating, and integrating information available
from geographically distributed, distinct, autonomous information sources [59]. An
intelligent information agent should pro-actively acquire, mediate, and maintain the
relevant information on behalf of users or other agents [70]. Acquisition and man-
aging information may also imply the purchase of information where appropriate,
filtering, monitoring and updating, as well as data mining for some high-function
tasks. The agent should be able to present both unified views, and different per-
spectives of the information, to the user. These processes will involve fusing heter-
ogeneous data.
This can also be seen as a move from Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) to

Enterprise Application Collaboration, which is not so much concerned with infor-
mation management as with process management. Agent technology is a technology
that helps to improve processes. Knowledge management using agents is just a
means to this end.

2.2.7. Sophisticated auction mechanism design. In the very near future, a boom in
agent-mediated auctions, a long-established and well-understood trading mecha-
nism, is anticipated. Currently agents can recommend, but do not yet authorise an
agreement. Fully automated negotiations [66] will come first in areas where the
problem can be specified simply, each trade is of relatively small value, the process is
repeated often, and interactions are repeated very fast. Businesses buying bandwidth
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for virtual private networks, and electric power capacity, provide good examples [27,
88].
There are several key drivers of agent-mediated auctions. One is the rapid recent

growth in the use of auctions on the Internet. Although much attention is given to
consumer auction sites such as e-Bay, the most spectacular growth has been in B2B
applications, primarily for corporate procurement. General Electric Corporation
(GE) of the USA, for example, purchased over US$ 6 billion worth of goods and
services via on-line auctions in 2000. With such large proportions of corporate
transactions being conducted via on-line auctions, it is a natural progression to
attempt to automate these via agent-mediated auction. In one recent example in
which Volvo auctioned contracts over the Internet for wooden packaging material
with the assistance of Accenture and Trade Extensions, savings of 7.1 million
Swedish Kronors were made, around 4% on previous years, while the number of
suppliers was reduced from 15 to 6, offering extra benefits.
Another driver is the use of program trading in stock markets. Program trading

involves the buying and selling of stocks via automated computer programs, which
execute instructions of their human principals according to pre-defined rules of
procedure. Although the prices of technology stocks are currently at a low, the
markets on which they are traded, such as NASDAQ in the USA, have record levels
of transactions. These transactions are primarily conducted by software programs,
with fewer and less-frequent involvement by human traders. About one-third of
NASDAQ trades are now executed by electronic trading programs. Despite their
value, these programs have little flexibility and responsiveness, and a new set of
capabilities, that may be provided by use of agent technologies, is required.

2.2.8. Negotiation strategies. Negotiation using agents will become a key part of
next generation e-commerce and supply chain systems. Indeed, they are already
being used for simple negotiation; Lost Wax and Cap Gemini have developed a
supply chain management demonstrator which includes negotiation strategies.
Drawing on theoretical economics and game theory, much academic work has been
carried out on negotiation strategies, though as yet only very simple strategies have
been deployed. Strategies exist for negotiating price in many-to-many environments
(such as double auctions) and for participating in multiple one-to-many auctions
simultaneously. Strategies also exist for carrying out multi-parameter negotiation in
a one-to-one situation. Preliminary simulation-based studies have been carried out
to determine the effectiveness of such strategies, but the extensive testing that would
be required by industry has yet to be undertaken. In contrast to the theoretical study
of strategies in auctions and games undertaken in economics, for example [92], there
has been relatively little work to date on effective strategies in more complex
mechanisms, such as those using argumentation [102, 103]. These mechanisms typ-
ically allow participants to state and question the reasons for proposals, not simply
accept or reject the proposals themselves. Considerable theoretical and simulation
work is required to identify effective strategies in different argumentation contexts.
The kind of functionality outlined in these two sections is also crucial at a lower

level, when dealing with quality of service aspects. This can be found in 3G mobile
telecommunication networks (bandwidth versus reliability versus cost, for example),
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but it will also play an important role in smart services in general. Currently, service
level agreements are set up and often monitored by hand, and this must change.

2.2.9. Learning. When designing agent systems, it is impossible to foresee all the
potential situations an agent may encounter and specify behaviour optimally in
advance. Agents must therefore learn from, and adapt to, their environment. This
task is more complex when the agent is situated in an environment that contains
other agents with different (and in many cases unknown) capabilities, goals, and
beliefs. Multi-agent learning, (the ability of agents to learn how to communicate,
cooperate, and compete) becomes crucial in such domains [2].
Learning is increasingly being seen as a key quality of agents, and research into

learning agent technology, such as reinforcement learning and genetic algorithms, is
now being carried out across Europe. Applications of learning agent technology
have been especially successful in the areas of personalisation and information
retrieval, and promising results have been achieved in the areas of robotics and
telecommunications. More effort will be needed, however, to make learning an
inherent part of commercial agent applications. One of the problems to tackle is the
safety of learning agents, since trust in self-adapting agents is still a major hurdle.
Over the years, learning and adaptation has occupied researchers from disciplines

such as artificial intelligence, machine learning, information retrieval and HCI, and
in the agent domain, work has also concentrated around other areas including
adaptive user interfaces, user profiling, and personalisation techniques. For example,
there is significant commercial interest in personalisation, both as a means of
delivering targeted products and services to customers, and as a way of exploiting the
opportunities of pervasive computing, which refers to the ‘anywhere, anytime, on any
device’ model of computing. Gathering information to support personalisation, and
adapt it over time, implies machine learning.

2.3. Links to other disciplines

In addition to computing science, agent technologies have drawn on the work of a
number of other disciplines, both theoretical and applied. In some cases, this flow has
been in both directions, with an agent perspective leading to new insights or new
research directions in the other discipline. The most important links are with the
following.
Philosophy: A number of areas of philosophy have been influential in agent theory

and design. The philosophy of beliefs and intentions [16, 100], for example, led
directly to the BDI model of rational agency, used to represent the internal states of
an autonomous agent. Speech act theory [9, 110], a branch of the philosophy of
language, has been used to give a semantics to various languages, including the agent
communication language FIPA ACL of FIPA [24, 50].
Similarly, argumentation theory [44] – the philosophy of argument and debate,

which dates from the work of Aristotle [6] – is now being used by the designers of agent
interaction protocols for the design of richer languages, able to support argument and
non-deductive reasoning [19, 95]. Issues of trust and obligations in multi-agent sys-
tems [58, 75] have drawn on philosophical theories of delegation and norms [86].
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Logic: As in Computer Science generally, recent years have seen a flowering of
applications to agent technologies of formal logic, particularly modal and temporal
logics [128]. Logics of knowledge and belief (epistemic logics) have been used to
represent the internal states of agents in a computational manner, as in the BDI
model [48, 104]; deontic logics have been used to represent obligations and norms in
agent systems [86]; dynamic and process logics have been used to reason about the
interactions between agents, e.g., in modelling the formation of coalitions between
agents engaged in some activity [94, 97].
Economics: In applying agent technology to distributed resource allocation

problems, such as the management of an electricity network, agent technology has
naturally drawn on economic theory. Examples include game theory [92], which
studies the properties of formalised economic interactions between participants, and
mechanism design theory, which considers the problem of the optimal design of
resource allocation mechanisms [107]. Auctions are the most common mechanism
studied in economics, and the combination of economic theory, operations research
and computer science has led to the emergence of a new discipline, computational
auction design. The rapid growth of electronic auctions has facilitated this emer-
gence, and led to an interaction with agent technology in order to automate such
auctions and the mechanism design process itself [99].
Social sciences: Although perhaps less developed than for economics, various links

between agent technologies and the social sciences have emerged. Because multi-
agent systems are comprised of interacting, autonomous entities, issues of organi-
sational design and political theory become important in their design and evaluation.
Because prediction of other agents’ actions may be important to an agent, socio-
logical and legal theories of norms and group behaviour are relevant [25], along with
psychological theories of trust and persuasion [54]. Moreover, for agents acting on
behalf of others (whether human or not), preference elicitation is an important issue,
and so there are emerging links with marketing theory where this subject has been
studied for several decades.
Biology: Biological metaphors for computation have been very influential in

computer science over the last three decades as, for example, in the development
of evolutionary computation and neural network processing. Indeed, the agent
metaphor itself may be seen as partly biologically-inspired, with a system of
interacting software components being viewed in the same way as an eco-system
of autonomous living entities. Conversely, multi-agent system models have found
application for the simulation of biological systems, such as fish populations in
the North Sea, in a similar manner to their use to simulate socio-economic do-
mains [15].
These examples show the diversity of interfaces between agent technologies and

other disciplines. For agent systems applied to simulation of corporate or public
policy decision domains, many of these connections are present simultaneously.

2.4. Application and deployment

2.4.1. Overview. Potential applications of agent-based systems can be divided into
three broad categories:
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– Assistant agents, such as agents engaged in gathering information or executing
transactions on behalf of their human principals on the Internet. The Trading
Agent Competition (TAC), where agents seek to book hotels and make travel
arrangements for their principals, provides an example of this type of application
[125].

– Multi-agent decision systems, where the agents participating in the system must
together make some joint decisions. For instance, a system of agents representing
the various components of a telecommunications network may jointly seek to
allocate scarce resources across the network, such as call-connections, and thereby
manage the operation of the network. The joint decision-making mechanism used
by the agents involved may be an economic mechanism, such as an auction, or an
alternative mechanism, such as one based on argumentation.

– Multi-agent simulation systems, where the multi-agent system is used as a model
to simulate some real-world domain. Typically, multi-agent models are used for
domains with many different components, interacting in diverse and complex
ways, and where the system-level properties are not readily inferred from the
properties of the components. Examples of such domains include: human econ-
omies, human and animal societies, biological populations, road-traffic systems,
computer networks, and games (such as the agent-based Creatures [56]).

The distinction between the first type of application and the other two is between a
single agent and a multi-agent system, although agents in the first case may need to
interact with many other agents. Decisions in the second and third cases are taken in
some sense collectively, not individually as in the first case. The main distinction
between the second and the third types of application is that the second has as its
goal the system, comprised of agents, whereas the third has as its goal the under-
standing that comes from the system. In addition, in many simulations, the agents
provide an appropriate representation of real world components, while in the second
type of application, agents are used for what they do. A consequence of this is a
distinction between multi-agent systems which themselves take decisions and those
which only provide advice to human decision-makers. Deployment of multi-agent
systems of the second type in situations where real decisions are taken generates, of
course, a host of ethical and philosophical issues. How should decisions of the
system be assessed? Who is responsible if decisions taken by the system are at fault?
Under what circumstances should humans feel confident about the decision-making
activities of these systems? The difficulty of these questions is one reason, perhaps,
why multi-agent systems have yet to find great employment in decision-making
roles.

2.4.2. Industrial and commercial applications. Though many industrial and com-
mercial applications have been developed [96], the main areas in which agent-based
applications have been reported are as follows: manufacturing, process control,
telecommunication systems, air traffic control, traffic and transportation manage-
ment, information filtering and gathering, electronic commerce, business process
management, human capital management, skills management, (mobile) workforce
management, defence, entertainment and medical care.
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For example, in manufacturing, applications have addressed areas of configura-
tion design of manufacturing products, collaborative design, scheduling and con-
trolling manufacturing operations, controlling a manufacturing robot, and
determining production sequences for a factory. In process control, which is a
natural application for agents, by virtue of controllers being autonomous reactive
systems, several applications have been developed. Perhaps the best known of these
is ARCHON, a software platform for building multi-agent systems that has been
applied in several domains, including electricity transportation management and
particle accelerator control [23]. Other such systems have been developed for mon-
itoring and diagnosing faults in nuclear power plants, spacecraft control, climate
control and steel coil processing control.
In eCommerce, full automation through agents is still not with us, but an

increasing amount of trade is being undertaken by agents, and there are already
several interesting applications. These include: a simple electronic marketplace called
Kasbah, in which agents buy and sell goods [20]; BargainFinder, an early application
(no longer available) which was an agent that discovers the cheapest CDs; Jango, a
personal shopping assistant able to search on-line stores for product availability and
price information; and so on.
The telecommunications sector has also seen a significant amount of effort on

agent technology since 1992. European funding programmes ACTS and EURES-
COM devoted specific research lines devoted to agents and addressed issues such as
their application to telecommunications services, service management and workflow,
and methodologies for agent development. Participants included the principal
European telcos: BT, Telecom Italia, Telefonica, Portugal Telecom, Telia.
In supply chain management, Lost Wax and Cap Gemini have developed an

agent-based demonstrator in which aircraft are serviced, covering routine and
emergency demands for mobile service engineers. Engineers have different capabil-
ities to respond, according to their location and training. Service vans provide
engineers with mobility and can carry a particular inventory of spares and specialist
tools. Additional spares and tools are held in local or regional depots with differing
logistical arrangements and lead times. Occasional, unplanned events, such as
changes in the state of readiness for war or the elimination of resources require the
system to adapt to the new environment immediately. The application is modelled as
a set of interacting autonomous agents executing in the Lost Wax agent framework,
which provides an application programming interface (API) through which agents
interact with the environment and each other.
In the entertainment and leisure sector, agents have been used to develop com-

puter games such as the highly successful Creatures [56], which provides a rich,
simulated environment containing a number of synthetic agents that a user can
interact with in real-time. They have also been used in cinema to play out roles
analogous to those played by real, human actors, as in Titanic. More recently, the
second in the Lord of the Rings film trilogy, The Two Towers, achieved visually
impressive battle-scenes by using the Massive agent system. Although the battle
scene was broadly predetermined, the movement and action of each individual
character is controlled by perceiving and responding to the artificial environment
and to other characters. The agents can learn over time and their behaviour can
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change. In this way, convincing and effective scenes emerge through the autonomous
actions of computational agents.

2.4.3. Simulation applications. Multi-agent systems offer strong models for rep-
resenting real-world environments with an appropriate degree of complexity and
dynamism [28]. For example, simulation of economies, societies and biological
environments are typical application areas [15].
Agent-based simulation is characterised by the intersection of three scientific fields,

namely agent-based computing, the social sciences, and computer simulation. The
social sciences study interaction among social entities and include social psychology,
management, policy and some areas of biology. Computer simulation concerns
techniques for simulating phenomena on a computer, such as discrete event, object-
oriented, and equation-based simulation. Interesting and relevant work occurs in
related intersection areas, including:

– social sciences and agent-based computing (social aspects of agent systems);
– computer simulation and agent-based computing (multi agent based simulation);
and

– social sciences and computer simulation (social simulation).

There are two broad approaches within the agent-based social simulation research
community. One is based on defining logical systems to underlie social interaction
(the foundational model), and the other on observing social processes and modelling
those (the representational model). The first approach is more influenced by social
sciences, and the second by social simulation. These approaches can be used col-
laboratively.
Scientists find computer simulation useful when addressing changes that cannot be

easily forecast, but typically the causes can be identified retrospectively. Flight
simulators used to train pilots have a similar approach. They teach pilots how to
respond appropriately to types of unexpected events. Scenario analysis by business
strategists and social policy analysts can have much the same purpose. An agent-
based social simulation analysis can be more flexible and responsive than alternative
modelling methods. For example, an agent-based social simulation analysis of cli-
mate change (following the Kyoto agreement) can capture the development of social
pressures as the outcome of individual choices and social interaction. Information
about how humans react in extreme circumstances may also help to make agents
more robust.
There are three broad application areas in agent-based social simulation, as fol-

lows.

– Social structures and institutions, where observation and evidence are used to help
set up the model. Sometimes these simulations help to develop plausible expla-
nations of observed phenomena, sometimes to help in the design of organisational
structures, or inform policy or managerial decisions. For example, the selection of
product features by a company engaged in new product design may be based on
an agent-based simulation model of the marketplace in which the new products
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will be sold; here, the agents represent consumers and choose between alternative
product offerings on the basis of awareness, price, brand reputation, information
they receive from other agents, etc.

– Physical systems: examples include agent-based models of intelligent buildings
[29], of traffic systems [14], and of biological populations [41]. Research into the
impacts of climate change on various biological populations, for instance, has
been undertaken by means of multi-agent simulation models.

– Software systems of all types, currently including eCommerce and information
agency. Traffic on a new telecommunications network, for instance, may be
forecast by means of a multi-agent system simulation of predicted user behaviour.

For example, ant-inspired agent-based simulations of complex supply chains have
been used by EuroBios to assist logistics analysts and plant schedulers at Air Liquide
in making better decisions. Modern supply chains, with webs of relationships rather
than a narrow pipeline, do not lend themselves well to traditional optimisation
techniques. Non-linear agent-based simulations, in which all entities in the supply
chain can be modelled and tracked, can provide better results. At Southwest Airlines,
agent-based simulations of cargo routing revealed many missed opportunities to
load cargo, and enabled a cut in multiple handling of freight by 75% and an increase
in revenue of $10 million.
As is evident, simulation covers a range of phenomena from the most applied

(such as manufacturing processes, traffic systems, information and control systems)
to the most abstract (such as social dimensions, belief, trust, duty and right).

2.4.4. The commercial context. The commercial potential for agent-based systems
was identified early by several major players. IBM saw agent systems as able to add
value to underlying systems and developed a number of agent engines, including early
work on the Aglets mobile agent system [73], and more recently their Autonomic
Computing programme, which is concerned with may issues related to agents such as
self-healing software, for example. Hewlett Packard was also involved as an early
player, with simple task automation agents in its NewWave desktop environment, and
went on to develop the eSpeak agent development tool, though this is now largely
defunct. In 1997, Siemens releasedMECCA, the first FIPA-compliant agent platform.
Developments in consumer electronics also fuelled agent-based systems. Some

high-profile undertakings failed to work commercially at the time, but can be
informative to suppliers looking at related markets now. The US start-up General
Magic proposed its Telescript agent language, to support the development of agents
that could migrate across Telescript-enabled nodes [126]. Although somewhat
overtaken by events, this work underpins current mobile agent research.
Other high-profile companies that adopted agent technology in one form or

another included Firefly, an offshoot of the MIT Media Lab in the US, which
provided personalised end-user Web interfaces, and Autonomy in the UK, which
used complex pattern recognition systems to provide information management
agents. (Although these companies have been both hugely successful and much less
successful at different times, they no longer present themselves in agent terms. Per-
haps one reason for this is the convergence of areas in which the technologies
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underpinning agents are being seen as a fundamental part of computing as a whole
rather than agents in particular).
The late 1990s enthusiasm for new technology, which also included such things as

consumer interface agents, was excessive and somewhat misleading, given the limited
capacity to reproduce end user preferences at the time. But agents were even then a
powerful and flexible way of structuring software. IBM and some other systems
developers saw the potential for agents to provide a powerful, flexible new set of
user-friendly functions. They also saw agents supporting integration of older soft-
ware with new, agent-based systems, through agent ‘‘wrappers’’.
By the end of the 1990s, IT industry pundits recognised that in reality there were

many different kinds of agents. Agents to support complexity in real time command
and control systems need different qualities from personalised user interface agents
for consumer Web access, for example.
Indeed, the current commercial environment offers a much more sober assessment

of the value of agent technology, and an increasing number of sustained efforts both
to use agent technology as part of mainstream software development and to adopt it
for commercial advantage. The range of corporate entities with a stake in this space
is varied.
At one end of the spectrum, the major players such as IBM, Microsoft, Siemens,

HP Labs, BTexact, etc, all continue to invest in the R&D of basic technology as well
as trying to find commercial application in products. More focused start-ups such as
Tryllian in the Netherlands, Agent Oriented Software and Magenta in the UK and
IKV++ and Living Systems in Germany, for example, offer specific agent products
that are the cornerstones of their business. A more recent model of the general
software development house, which also offers expertise in the development of agent
platforms for particular purposes, in the context of traditional software develop-
ment, has also begun to emerge. Lost Wax in the UK andWhitestein Technologies in
Switzerland, are examples. Finally, what might be called user organisations are also
recognising the benefits, with DaimlerChrysler providing perhaps the best example
of a real quantified advantage through their use of agent technology for car pro-
duction in scheduling on the factory floor.
A large number of companies are implicitly working on, or using, agent tech-

nology, blending it into established practices and existing technologies. In this sense,
the specific agent aspects are less visible, but this suggests an increasing maturity of
the technology rather than any failure. Indeed, as companies mature in their market
approach, the varied public perceptions of agents, which often have an academic
angle, seldom match what these companies are offering, and the agent technologies
moves to the background, being an enabler rather than a sales argument.

3. The broad agent roadmap

3.1. Predictions

In any high-technology domain, the systems deployed in commercial or industrial
applications tend to embody research findings somewhat behind the leading edge of
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academic research. Multi-agent systems are no exception to this, with currently-
deployed systems having features found in published academic research and pro-
totypes of 3–5 years ago. By looking at current academic research interests and areas
of focus, we are able to extrapolate future trends in deployed systems.
Accordingly, we have identified four broad phases of the future development of

deployed multi-agent systems as summarized in Table 1. These phases are, of
necessity, only indicative, since some companies and organisations will be leading
users of agent technologies, pushing applications ahead of these phases, while many
others will be laggards. We aim to describe the majority of deployed applications at
each time period. Note that this view on timescales takes the development view rather
than the research view in that typically research is about 3–5 years ahead of devel-
opment in this context. At the same time, the predictions are bold, and relate to the
beginning of development rather than full and successful take-up.
The time phases are distinguished along five dimensions:

– the degree to which the participating agents share common domain knowledge and
common goals;

– the degree to which participating agents are designed by the same or diverse design
teams;

– the nature of the communications languages and interaction protocols used by the
agents participating in the multi-agent systems (which can range from ad hoc
languages through fixed standardised languages, to emergent languages);

– the scale of the system, such as how many agent participants can be supported by
the system, how many users, or the complexity of the system as a whole; and

– the design methodologies (if any) used for the design of the system – for example,
while there are currently established object-oriented development methodologies,
no such routes exist for agent-oriented systems, which must either use unsuitable or
ad hoc methods.

3.2. Phase 1: Current

Multi-agent systems in current deployment are typically designed by one design team
for one corporate environment, with participating agents sharing common high-level
goals in a single domain. These systems may be characterised as closed. The com-
munications languages and interaction protocols are typically in-house protocols,
and are defined by the design team prior to any agent interactions. Systems are
usually only scalable under controlled, or simulated, conditions (though efforts are
underway to ensure to address this, and Tryllian’s agent platform, for example, can
run 30,000 active agents). Design approaches tend to be ad hoc, inspired by the agent
paradigm rather than using any specific methodologies. Examples of the systems
developed in this phase are those for the management of utility networks.
It is likely that, for the foreseeable future, there will be a substantial commercial

demand for closed multi-agent systems because of the security concerns that arise
from open systems. While progress in this respect will change the nature of agent
systems, the importance of closed, well protected systems must not be underestimated.
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3.3. Phase 2: Near-Term Future (c. 2004–2005)

In the next phase of development, systems will increasingly be designed to cross
corporate boundaries, so that the participating agents have fewer goals in common,
although their interactions will still concern a common domain. However, despite
this diversity, all participating agents are designed by the same team designing the
system and will share common domain knowledge. Increasingly, standard agent
communications languages, such as FIPAACL, are used, but interaction protocols
remain non-standard. These systems are able to handle large numbers of agents in
pre-determined environments, such as those of Grid applications and Agentcities.
Development of these systems will increasingly use top-down methodologies, such as
the GAIA [130] methodology, or middle-out methodologies supporting applications
based on service-oriented architectures. Example systems developed in this phase
include those to enable automated scheduling coordination between different
departments of the same company, closed-user groups of manufacturing suppliers
engaged in electronic procurement activities, or network-centric operations.

3.4. Phase 3: Medium-Term Future (c. 2006–2008)

In the third phase, multi-agent systems will permit participation by heterogeneous
agents, designed by different designers or teams. Any agent will be able to participate
in these systems, provided their (observable) behaviour conforms to publicly-stated
requirements and standards. However, these open systems will typically be specific to
particular application domains, such as B2B eCommerce or Bioinformatics. The
languages and protocols used in these systems will be agreed and standardised,
perhaps being drawn from public libraries of alternative protocols. These libraries
will likely differ by domain. Ontologies, in particular, will be important to master
this semantic heterogeneity.
The systems will scale to large numbers of participants, although typically only

within the domains concerned. The third phase will see the development of bridge
agents, able to translate between separate domains. Thus, for example, a multi-agent
system for automated meta-analysis of research results in some area of biology will
be able to utilise bridge agents to undertake commercial negotiations when inter-
action with an eCommerce system is required, say for access to information pro-
tected by patent. In the third phase, system development will proceed by standard
agent-specific design methodologies, including templates and patterns for different
types of agents and types of agent systems. Semantic issues related to, for example,
coordination between heterogeneous agents and access control, are of particular
importance here.
Examples of systems in this phase will be corporate B2B electronic procurement

systems permitting participation by any supplier, rather than closed user groups.

3.5. Phase 4: Long-term Future (c. 2009 onwards)

The fourth phase in this projected future will see the development of open multi-
agent systems spanning multiple application domains, and involving heterogeneous
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participants developed by diverse design teams. Agents seeking to participate in
these systems will be able to learn the appropriate behaviour for participation in the
course of doing so, rather than having to prove adherence before entry. Although
standard communications languages and interaction protocols will have been
available for some time, systems in this phase will enable these to emerge by evo-
lutionary means from actual participant interactions, rather than being imposed. Of
course, such languages, protocols and behaviours may be mere refinements
of previously-developed standards, but will be tailored to their particular contexts of
use.
By this phase, systems will be fully scalable in the sense that they will not be

restricted to arbitrary limits (on agents, users, complexity, etc.). As with the previous
phase, systems development will proceed by use of rigorous agent-specific design
methodologies. Multi-agent systems deployed in this phase, for example, will sup-
port fully ambient computing.

4. Technological challenges

4.1. Challenges: Summary

Arising from this picture of the future of agent research, we see a number of broad
technological challenges for research and development over the next decade. These
are summarised in the table below, with each challenge being described in more
detail in the sub-sections which follow. Each of these subsections includes a table
that attempts to identify key sub-challenges, with indications of when they will
attract successful attention from the research and development communities, in
relation to the short term (ST), medium-term (MT) and long-term (LT) future dis-
cussed above. In particular, the tables suggest that long-term issues are worthy of
strategic investment and effort while short-term issues are largely already addressed
or are being addressed.
One important issue that we do not consider explicitly, but which merits sub-

stantial consideration relates to the design of business models for vendors, resellers
and customers of agent technology: how can the different parties involved make
money with agents?

4.2. Increase quality of agent software to industrial standard

One of the most fundamental obstacles to the take-up of agent technology is the lack
of mature software development methodologies for agent-based systems. Clearly,
basic principles of software and knowledge engineering need to be applied to the
development and deployment of multi-agent systems, but they also need to be
augmented to suit the differing demands of this new paradigm.
At present, many existing agent applications are developed in an ad hoc fashion,

following little or no rigorous design methodology and with limited specification of
the requirements or design of the agents or of a multi-agent system as a whole. To
develop methods with which both the requirements of such systems, and the systems
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themselves, can be modelled and specified at a conceptually acceptable level of detail,
characteristics of real-world multi-agent applications need to be identified, in rela-
tion to specific domains. Such specifications describe the semantics of systems
without concern for implementation details, providing a basis for verification, val-
idation and testing of properties of the systems in the light of the specified
requirements. These properties can relate to the functionality of the system behav-
iour, but properties that are sometimes called non-functional (such as scalability,
performance, reliability and robustness) must also be addressed.
From an analysis point of view, systems including agent technology require ded-

icated basic concepts and languages. In particular, concepts representing dynamic
aspects (e.g., time, action), locality aspects (e.g., position in a space), and concepts
representing mental state (e.g., belief, desire) are needed. At the highest level, for

Table 1. Phases of development for agent systems.

Phase of development Key features of deployed systems

Phase 1: Current – Closed agent systems applied in a specific corpo-

rate environment

– Predefined, in-house protocols and languages

– Ad hoc design inspired by agent paradigms

– Implicit organisational context

– Scalability largely in simulation

Phase 2: Short-term future (c. 2004–2005) – Cross-boundary systems with participating agents

known in advance

– Semi-structured languages (e.g., FIPA) and non-

standard protocols

– Large numbers of agents interacting in a pre-

determined environment (e.g., Grid applications,

Agentcities)

– Explicit but fixed organisational context

– Top-down design methodologies (e.g., GAIA)

Phase 3: Medium-term future (c. 2006–2008) – Open systems in specific domains (e.g., bioinfor-

matics, eCommerce), with bridging agents or

(ontology mappers) translating between domains

– Participation by any agent able to satisfy publicly-

advertised standards

– Agreed protocols and languages

– Serious, large-scale grid systems in single domains

– Open organisational context enabling dynamic

virtual organisations

– Use of standard agent-specific design methodolo-

gies.

Phase 4: Longer-term future (c. 2009 onwards) – Truly open and fully-scalable agent systems

– Agents learn appropriate protocols and behaviour

upon entry to system

– Languages, protocols, and behaviours emerge

from actual agent interactions

– Evolving organisational structure with multiple,

dynamic, interacting organisations

– Self-modifying agent communications languages
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example, coordinational, interactional, organisational and societal concepts such as
joint goals, joint plans, society norms, interaction protocols, and organisation forms,
must be able to be expressed. Moreover, at the level of the individual agents, rep-
resentational elements are required for basic agent concepts such as observation,
action, communication, beliefs, desires, goals and plans. Both functional and non-
functional properties need to be covered.
From the design point of view, the key to facilitating the engineering of complex

agent systems is reusability. To this end, designers must be provided with libraries of:

– generic organisation models (e.g., hierarchical organisations, flat organisations);
– generic agent models (e.g., purely reactive agent models, deliberative BDI models);
– generic task models (e.g., diagnostic tasks, information filtering tasks, transac-
tions);

– communication languages and patterns for agent societies;
– ontology patterns for agent requirements, agent models and organisation models;
– interaction protocol patterns between agents with special roles;
– reusable organisation structures; and
– reusable knowledge bases.

Finally, at a tool level, software developers will require sophisticated yet easy-to-
use agent-oriented CASE environments to help them in all aspects of the system
development process, including the design, testing, maintenance and visualisation of
agent-oriented systems. Some systems already have rudimentary elements of these.
For example, initial efforts in this area have attempted to develop an Agent UML

(AUML) [91], with some success. The key task now is to ensure that there is support
for developers through industrial strength tools and community building activities to
provide access points. Here the challenges are technological in terms of tool support,
methodological in providing ways to use the tools to support overarching develop-
ment of agent systems, and societal in raising awareness and providing training
support through, for example, a stock of case-studies that is resonant with developers.
Importantly, the success of future developments is likely to be ensured not by

considering agents in isolation, but through their integration with evolving (and
current) systems integration technologies (such as Jini and UDDI). Agent technol-
ogies are particularly relevant at higher levels of interaction relating to communi-
cation, ontologies, content and semantics, whereas business integration frameworks
focus on the provision of scalable and robust solutions to the lower levels, including
protocols, syntax, distributed computing APIs, directory services etc. It is important
to build on current efforts to ensure that these are interoperable. The challenges in
support of industrial strength agent systems are summarized in Table 2.

4.3. Provide effective agreed standards to allow open systems development

Much of the standardisation effort in the agent community has fallen to the FIPA
and the Object Management Group (OMG), which are the premier agent stan-
dardisation bodies, although the former is the significant active organisation [26].
Importantly, as technologies converge, other non-agent standards are becoming
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increasingly relevant [127]; over the next few years, there will be a much larger role
for the less rich, but more widely adopted, Web services standards. Standards efforts
in related fields have been discussed above.
The core mission of the FIPA software agent standards consortium is to facilitate

the interoperation and interworking between agents across multiple, heterogeneous
agent systems. To this purpose, FIPA has been working on specifications that range
from agent platform architectures to support communicating agents, semantic
communication languages and content languages for expressing messages and
interaction protocols that expand the scope from single messages to complete
transactions. The core message of FIPA is that through a combination of speech
acts, predicate logic and public ontologies, standard ways of interpreting commu-
nication between agents can be offered that respect the intended meaning of the
communication.
Currently, FIPA’s main activities are focusing on the following.

– Promoting to standard status a core set of FIPA specifications.
– Building a service model for representing, modelling, discovering and using ser-
vices.

– Developing a new semantic framework to reflect the needs of verifiability and
conformance. In particular, the objective is to adopt or define a semantic frame-
work that can give an account of FIPA’s existing communicative acts and inter-
action protocols as well as a number of additional constructs.

– Creating new specifications to ensure that interoperability between FIPA-com-
pliant agent platforms and platform fragments can be maintained in ad hoc net-
works.

– Standardising ontology modelling, representations and use within agent systems.

Also required for open systems development will be public libraries of interaction
protocols designed for specific interactions (such as [37]). These may use existing
agent communications languages, as do the Contract Net, English Auction and
Dutch auction protocols when implemented using FIPA ACL. They may however be
implemented in ad-hoc communications languages, as many of the various dialogue
game protocols for agent argumentation currently tend to do. As more sophisticated
interactions become common in open agent systems, there will be a need for libraries
of such interaction protocols, available for re-use.

Table 2. Challenges in support of industrial strength agent software.

Industrial strength software Now ST MT LT

Peer to peer � � � �
Web services � � � �
Agent UML � � � �
Better development tools � � �
Generic designs for coordination � �
Libraries for agent-oriented development � �
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In addition to standard languages and interaction protocols, open agent societies
will require the ability to collectively evolve languages and protocols specific to the
application domain and to the agents involved. Some work has commenced on
defining the minimum requirements for a group of agents with no prior experience of
each other to evolve a sophisticated communications language, but this work is still
in its infancy. Research in this area will draw on linguistics, social anthropology,
biology, the philosophy of language and information theory. The challenges for
agent standards are summarized in Table 3.

4.4. Provide semantic infrastructure for open agent communities

At present, information agents exist in academic and commercial laboratories, but
are not widely available in real world applications. The move out of the laboratory is
likely to happen over the next 10 years, but requires the following:

– a greater understanding of how agents, databases and information systems inter-
act;

– investigation of the real-world implications of information agents (for example,
including the economic effects of shopbots [81]); and

– development of benchmarks for system performance and efficiency.

Moreover, a much higher degree of automation than is currently available in dealing
with knowledge management is needed for information agents. In particular, this
demands:

– new web standards that enable structural and semantic description of information;
and

– services that make use of these semantic representations for information access at a
higher level.

The creation of common ontologies, thesauri or knowledge bases play a central role
here, and merits further work on the formal descriptions of information and, poten-
tially, a reference architecture to support the higher level services mentioned above.
Through the convergence of DAML and OIL [61], a new standard for ontology

representation and reasoning has been established as OWL [62], but there are still

Table 3. Challenges in support of standards for agent systems.

Agreed standards Now ST MT LT

Peer to peer � � � �
Web services � � � �
FIPA ACL � � � �
Better development tools � � �
Flexible business/trading languages � �
Libraries of interaction protocols � �
Tools for evolution of communications

languages and protocols

�
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known limitations. Additionally, the development of ontologies themselves raises
interesting questions that have yet to be answered. How much of the domain
semantics need to be explicitly encoded, and what is the separation between ontol-
ogies and the implementations of agents that use them? The level of this separation
has important consequences as ontologies change over time and agents have to be
able to cope with the change. How important is inference, and what kinds of
inference mechanisms are needed?
In summary, although the use of OWL suggests a timely convergence of standards

for wider adoption, the development of shared ontologies within this framework is
critical – they must be published, hosted, and used more widely in order to establish
even limited use of shared terminology and representations. In particular, generic
tool and service support for enabling the sharing of ontologies will become
increasingly important in developing critical mass. Additionally, a whole set of
questions relating to enforcing consistent modelling approaches when developing
ontologies must be answered, but other communities (e.g., Semantic Web) are
working on these, but we shall not consider them further here. The challenges
identified are summarized in Table 4.

4.5. Develop reasoning capabilities for agents in open environments

4.5.1. Virtual organisations. At present, organisational approaches (e.g., [89]) do
not adequately handle the issues inherent in open multi-agent systems, namely
heterogeneity of agents, trust and accountability, failure handling and recovery, and
societal change. Human societies have successfully coped with similar issues by
creating institutions that establish norms for group dynamics in open systems. The
next challenge for agent-based computing is to develop appropriate representations
of analogous computational concepts to the norms, legislation, authorities,
enforcement, etc., that can underpin the development and deployment of dynamic
electronic institutions. As mentioned above, agent researchers will need to draw on
political science and sociology to develop sophisticated and effective agent societies.

4.5.2. Coalition formation. Similarly, virtual organisations involve dynamic
coalitions of small groups that can provide more services and make more profits than
an individual group. Moreover, such coalitions can disband when they are no longer
effective. At present, coalition formation for virtual organisations is limited, with
such organisations largely static. The automation of coalition formation [101] will

Table 4. Challenges in support of semantic infrastructure for open systems.

Infrastructure for open communities Now ST MT LT

Semantic description � � � �
Data integration and semantic web � � � �
Semantic interaction � � �
Web mining � � �
Agent-enabled semantic web (of services) � �
Shared, improved ontologies �
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save both time and labour, and may be more effective at finding better coalitions
than humans in complex settings.
Although coalition formation has been addressed in game theory for some time, it

has typically been centralised and computationally infeasible, suffering from a
number of important drawbacks. For example, it is only applicable for small
numbers of agents, and generally favours one big coalition, limiting the scope of the
application. Recent work using a dialect of modal propositional dynamic logic
(PDL) to model games and interactions has permitted the representation of coali-
tions and may prove valuable in formalising reasoning about coalitions of agents
[97].
Emerging computation infrastructures such as the Grid are now providing a

greater need for effective work in virtual organisations to facilitate higher-level
applications. Indeed, virtual organisations have been identified by [52] as the tool
with which to unwrap the power of the Grid, and agent-based computing offers the
means to underpin it. Similarly, emerging work on Web services, eBusiness workflow
systems and (e.g.) Agentcities all have long-term aims of supporting dynamic for-
mation of virtual organisations.

4.5.3. Negotiation and argumentation strategies. To date, research into negotiation
can be considered point work, with particular efforts or examples rather than a more
coherent science of negotiation strategy. Strategies identified by economic or game
theoretic reasoning, for example, tend to be specific to the auction or game mech-
anism involved. This makes their identification and deployment something of a black
art, without any over-arching and computational theory. It also limits implemen-
tation possibilities: for example, it is not yet possible to define a computational agent
capable of effective negotiation in any arbitrary negotiation context.
Moreover, as mentioned above, research into negotiation and deliberation

mechanisms which are more complex than auctions and game-theoretic mechanisms
is still in its infancy. Research into argumentation mechanisms [103], for example,
and the strategies appropriate for participants under them, is also needed before
these mechanisms will achieve widespread deployment.
For commercial deployment of negotiation and argumentation strategies, we need

the following.

– Rigorous testing of existing algorithms in realistic environments to identify their
strengths and weaknesses.

– Development of an over-arching theory or methodology to identify which algo-
rithmic techniques should be deployed in which circumstances.

– Development of algorithms for negotiating in more complex environments, for
example using argumentation.

– Development of efficient argumentation engines, to include domain-specific
argumentation strategies.

– Development of techniques for allowing users to specify their preferences and
desired outcome of negotiation in complex environments.

– Development of techniques to enable agents to identify, create and dissolve
coalitions in multi-agent negotiation and argumentation contexts.
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4.5.4. Domain-specific models of reasoning. In many domains of human research
activity, there is an information explosion currently occurring. In genomics and
proteomics, for example, we are facing an ever-growing avalanche of information,
for which automated analysis procedures are required [18]. One approach to this
problem is the development of automated scientific inferencing procedures which
would consider all the data and evidence available, and from this automatically
generate new knowledge in the form of justified scientific conclusions. However,
evidence for hypotheses in scientific domains is rarely ever initially conclusive in one
direction or another, but may support multiple, competing hypotheses. One could
therefore view this automated inference engine as a multi-agent system, where dif-
ferent agents propose hypotheses and marshall evidence to support them in argu-
ment with one another. To create such systems will require, in addition to agent
technologies, models of scientific reasoning and of scientific argument; these may
well be domain-specific. The creation of this vision of automated eScience will
require collaboration between agent researchers and both domain experts, such as
genome biologists, and philosophers of science.
In all this work on developing reasoning abilities of individual agents (shown in

Table 5), however, an overarching issue remains the need to ensure that there is an
appropriate agent response to the mental conditions arising from autonomous inten-
tional decision-making [38]. This work relates to a development of the agent archi-
tectures described earlier, with deeper and better analysed models.

4.6. Develop agent ability to understand user requirements

At the architecture level, future avenues for learning research include developing
distributed models of profile management, as well as more general distributed agent
learning techniques rather than just single agent learning in multi-agent domains.
Other research communities have considerable expertise in the elicitation of user
preferences and utilities, and future research in agent technologies should draw on
this work. One community is marketing theory which, over the course of the last 50
years, has developed an impressive range of proven, practical techniques for elici-
tation of desires and preferences from potential consumers [74]. Another community
is the Uncertainty in Artificial Intelligence (UAI) community, where techniques have
been developed over the last decade to obtain expert probabilities and utilities
needed for calibration of probabilistic belief networks [67, 105]. Finally, the field of

Table 5. Challenges in support of agent reasoning in open environments.

Reasoning in open environments Now ST MT LT

Organisational views of agent systems � � �
Norms and social structure � �
Theory and practice of negotiation strategies � �
Enhanced understanding of agent society dynamics � �
Theory and practice of argumentation strategies � �
Automated eScience systems �
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user modelling has focused on the need to elicit what job needs doing in the first
place.
At the centre of every personalisation technology is some form of user profile

which represents the information needs and preferences of the user. Such profiles can
take a variety of forms, ranging from sparse-vectors of document ratings to rich,
highly structured representations based upon XML. A profile may be located
entirely within the locus of the user’s control, e.g., on their own PC or PDA, or may
be retained as one of many such profiles on a server controlled by a service provider.
The majority of existing work on agent-based personalisation makes the simplifying
assumption that profiles are held in some central repository where they can be
processed, compared, and otherwise manipulated; recently, some research has begun
to challenge this assumption by moving to a more distributed approach. Particularly
interesting questions to answer here include how to deal with the security or privacy
of user profiles, and how users can find relevant information if they don’t want to
reveal too much of their profiles.
Developing approaches to personalisation that can operate in a standards-based,

pervasive computing environment presents many interesting research challenges,
including how to integrate machine learning techniques (for profile adaptation) with
structured XML-based profile representations. Another area deserving of greater
activity is that of distributed profile management, a task for which the agent-based
paradigm should be well suited. The impact of the emerging Semantic Web on
approaches for wrapper induction and text-mining also requires careful study.

4.7. Develop agent ability to adapt to changes in environment

Even though learning technology is clearly crucial for open and scalable multi-agent
systems, it is still in early development. While there has progress in many areas, such
as evolutionary approaches and reinforcement learning, these have still not made the
transition to real-world applications. Reasons for this can be found in problems of
scalability and in user trust in self-adapting software. In the longer term, learning
techniques are likely to become a central part of agent systems, while the shorter
term offers application opportunities in areas such as interactive entertainment,
which are not safety-critical (see Table 6).
Many agent research areas have been looking mainly at non-adaptive technology.

However, with increasing maturity of these areas, learning techniques will increas-
ingly move towards the center stage in these areas. Examples of areas where learning
will receive more attention in the near and middle-term future are communication,
negotiation, planning and coordination, and information and knowledge manage-
ment.
While learning techniques for single agents are relatively well-advanced, the area

of multi-agent learning still needs more work, particularly in relation to issues of
scalability. Many test application domains are overly simplistic, and it is ques-
tionable as to how well these methods would work in complex and large-scale real-
world applications. Hierarchical approaches that represent, and reason over, envi-
ronment states at different levels of granularity seem promising in overcoming these
problems.
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Most work to date on learning techniques has been focused on reinforcement
learning and evolutionary approaches [121]. While these techniques are naturally
suited to agents, some limitations have been encountered, especially regarding
convergence speed towards the desired result. Inductive learning, while being the
focus of much machine learning research outside the agent community, has mainly
seen application in information retrieval and data mining. Research in hybrid
methods (e.g., relational reinforcement learning combining inductive logic pro-
gramming and Q-learning) will bring the different branches together and result in
techniques that are likely to overcome many of the current limitations.
Aside from the personalisation aspects of learning and adaptation that have

formed the basis for much current work, the development of advanced technologies
for personal information management raises a number of important social issues.
Privacy is an obvious concern for many users. Achieving truly pervasive technology,
with support for personalisation, should move society closer to the goal of universal
information access, by making information accessible on the widest range of plat-
forms in a form that is tailored to the needs of the individual.
Issues here involve the relationship, and integration, of agents with the Semantic

Web, to address an explicit gap at present. They also relate to the need to ensure that
emerging profile standards (such as CPEXchange) provide appropriate support for
adaptive technologies.

4.8. Ensure user confidence and trust in agent systems

Although currently deployed agent applications often provide good security, for
agents autonomously acting on behalf of their owner, several additional factors need
to be addressed as summarized in Table 7. First, considerable effort must still be put
into issues of security in open agent systems. Efforts by other communities are
tackling some aspects here, but more on specific agent security concerns needs to be
done. Second, collaboration of any kind, especially in situations in which computers
act on behalf of users or organisations, will only succeed if there is trust. For this
trust to be given requires a variety of factors to be in place.

– A user must have confidence that an agent or group of agents which represents
them within an open system will act effectively on their behalf – it must be at least
as effective as the user would be in similar circumstances. For this to occur, the

Table 6. Challenges in support of agent adaptation to environments.

Learning technologies Now ST MT LT

Adaptation � � � �
Evolving agents � � � �
Personalisation � � � �
Distributed learning � � �
Hybrid technologies � � �
Self organisation � �
Run-time reconfiguration and redesign �
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agent must have an accurate model of the goals and preferred outcomes of the
user (as discussed earlier) and must implement appropriate behaviour in a robust
and reliable way. There are two approaches to this that are used by the software
engineering community, and are being extended to cover open agent systems by
current research. First, formal methods can be used to prove desirable properties
of an agent in a given class of open systems. For example, it could be demon-
strated that a trading agent will never enter into a loss-making deal. This is ideal,
in that the user can be certain that the agent will act abiding by these properties.
However, in practical systems it is often not possible to undertake such a formal
analysis. An alternative approach is through extensive reliability testing, where
the environment in which an agent is to be deployed is simulated and a large
variety of scenarios are played out to ensure that the behaviour of the agent is
appropriate. While test methodologies for standard software are well-understood,
research is required to adapt them for use on agents which are to be deployed in
an open system [76].

– Agents must be secure and tamper-proof, and must not reveal information
inappropriately (as, for example, with bank account details). There is much work
on system security, cryptography and privacy which can be exploited and adapted
for use in agent technology. Also, it must not be possible for another agent to
pretend to represent the user. Again, work outside the agent community in areas
such as digital signatures and certificates, non-repudiation protocols, and contract
verifiability are important.

– If a user is to trust the outcome of an open agent system, they must have confi-
dence that agents representing other parties or organisations will behave within
certain constraints. For example, if an agent makes an agreement to trade with
another agent, the user should have confidence that the other end-user will indeed
abide by the agreement made. The agent community is exploring different
approaches to solving this problem, as follows.
� Reputation mechanisms to assess the past behaviour of particular agents or

users, to allow avoidance of untrustworthy agents in future [108].
� The adoption of norms (social rules) by all members of an open system, and the

enforcement of sanctions against agents that transgress them [75]. This may
involve a third-party to enforce the norms and impose sanctions appropriately.

� In certain circumstances, it is possible to design self-enforcing protocols, which
ensure that it is not in the interests of any party to break them. (For example,
incentive compatiblenegotiationmechanisms ensure that it is best to tell the truth).

� The use of electronic contracts to represent and enforce agreements between
several parties. As well as technical problems associated with the representation
and automation of contracts, there is also the important legal issue of the status
of electronic contracts negotiated between automated entities.

Beyond the technical challenges are issues relating to trust in adopting agent tech-
nology in the first place. In order to encourage adoption and use of agents, we must
ensure that full control is placed with the user, and is only relaxed to give agents
autonomy as user trust in agents is built up. To facilitate this, initial applications for
internet commerce, for example, will require the internal functioning of an agent to
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be visible and adjustable by users, to enable the user to predict how the agent will
behave in the future.

5. Challenges for the agent community

Distinct from the more technical challenges that can be seen as clear advances in
technological research or development as enumerated above, there are also impor-
tant community activities that can either contribute to the success of the field’s
development or can prove a constraining influence. Technology alone is not enough
– the connections with, and influences from, related technology and application
areas, as well as related initiatives and developments with their own impetus, are
critical. A sustained programme of development must seek to engage in these stra-
tegic community goals.

5.1. Leverage underpinning work on similar problems in computer science

The concepts underlying the field of agent-based computing are not unique to this
particular branch of computer science and, as existing software technology becomes
more sophisticated and moves up the application stack, it will increasingly intersect
with many sub-areas of agents. For example, distributed object technologies share
many similar but less sophisticated abstractions, and employ similar notions of
brokers facilitating interaction between components.
Similarly, existing approaches to software engineering, including work on verifi-

cation and validation, have much to offer to current efforts to develop agent-specific
development methodologies that are tailored to the particular needs of this para-
digm. More generally, theories of agent interaction have yet to draw in detail on
abstract theories of distributed computation, an area of considerable research effort
in theoretical computer science in recent years [1, 55].
It is important that stronger links with these traditional areas of computing are

established and reinforced in order to leverage underpinning work from these related
areas, while also providing scope for work in the development of agent-based sys-
tems correspondingly to inform them. More specifically, a convergence of technol-
ogies can be seen in visions of Ambient Intelligence [42], for example, in which the

Table 7. Challenges in support of user confidence and agent trust.

Trust and reputation Now ST MT LT

Reputation mechanisms � � � �
Self-enforcing protocols � � � �
Reliability testing for agents � � �
Security and verifiability for agents � � �
Electronic contracts � � �
Norms and social structure � �
Fomal methods for open agent systems � �
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adoption of agent technologies is implicit in the fabric of the environment that
requires the underpinning of other supporting fields of computing.
In particular, current work on the Semantic Web [59], Web services and on Grid

and peer-to-peer computing are intimately entwined with work on agent-based
systems. It is difficult to imagine, for example, how the virtual organisations envis-
aged as the top level of support for Grid applications can be developed without
involving agents and agent technologies [119] (see below). Similarly, Semantic Web
work on ontologies, for example, can facilitate agent interoperability, while
agent-based computing offers appropriate computational entities for traversal, re-
trieval and processing in that environment.

Issue: Existing software technology is moving up the application stack towards
agents.
Recommendations:
– Build bridges with the distributed systems, software engineering and object

technology communities.
– Develop agent tools and technologies on top of existing standards.
– Engage in related (lower level) standardisation activities (e.g., UDDI, WSDL,

WSFL, XLANG, OMG CORBA and other widely used industrial strength
middleware).

– Clearly articulate the relationship with distributed software engineering.
– Explore and clarify relationships between agent theories and abstract theories of

distributed computation.

5.2. Link with related areas in Computer Science dealing with different problems

In a similar fashion, related disciplines that typically address different problems to
those tackled by agent-based computing can also provide valuable inputs to research
and development of agent-based systems. Particular examples of relevant areas in-
clude the fields of artificial life and computational biology, which have developed an
arsenal of techniques that may be appropriate for application to agent-related
problems. The building of bridges to different disciplines should thus also focus on
areas with different target problems, so that techniques may be adopted wholesale,
or in hybrid approaches to offer new solutions.
This can be clearly observed in the potential that artificial life techniques, for

example, offer to agent-based simulation, and to learning and adaptation in such
contexts. Similar work is being undertaken within the robotics and animations
communities. Another example is the recent experience gained by the UAI com-
munity in the elicitation of user preferences and utilities for calibration of proba-
bilistic influence modes, such as Bayes nets. These methods of elicitation may have
direct application for agent elicitation of human preferences, utilities and decision-
procedures.

Issue: Other disciplines are addressing different problems with techniques that may
be applied to agent systems.
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Recommendations:
– Build bridges, especially to the artificial life, robotics, UAI, logic programming

and the traditional mathematical modelling communities.
– Develop agent-based systems using hybrid approaches.
– Develop metrics to assess the relative strengths and weakness of different

approaches.

5.3. Extend and deepen links with other disciplines

As mentioned above, agent theory and practice has benefited from connections with
other disciplines. For many disciplines these links are already deep and fruitful, such
as those with economics, logic and philosophy. For other disciplines, there exists
potential to develop closer connections. For instance, agent systems designers could
draw more extensively than they have done on political theory and sociology in the
design of agent societies, and on decision theory in the assessment of performance of
agent systems. Similarly, agent-mediated electronic commerce has yet to make great
use of the models and techniques developed by marketing theorists for preference
elicitation or the diffusion of innovations.
Both sides can potentially benefit from such connections. Indeed, new disciplines

can even emerge, as appears to be happening in computational auction theory, where
theoretical economists, computer scientists and operations researchers have each
made crucial contributions [117]. One example of a potential new discipline is a
rigorous theory of distributed decision-making, which would seek to develop per-
formance assessment criteria for multi-agent systems engaged in decision-making.
Such a theory would draw on agent theory, the philosophy and sociology of dele-
gation, organisation behaviour and decision theory.

Issue: Prior research findings and practical learning from other disciplines are rele-
vant to the design and deployment of multi-agent systems technologies.
Recommendations:
– Seek to maintain and deepen existing strong connections with related disciplines,

including economics, game theory, logic, philosophy and biology.
– Build new connections with sociology, anthropology, organisation design, polit-

ical science, marketing theory and decision theory.

5.4. Encourage industry take-up

Commercial deployment of agent systems is currently confined to early adopters in
some segments of industry and government, such as utility companies, and agent
systems have yet to achieve widespread deployment in operating environments.
There are several possible reasons for this. One is that although there are several
relatively mature, development-oriented platforms (with fewer agent-specific capa-
bilities) and some richer, more research-oriented agent platforms, most platforms are
still too immature for operational environments.
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This factor will be alleviated in due course, as technology moves from pure
research to development [77]. To further this trend, we recommend that working
prototypes of commercial agent systems be developed for specific industry sectors
and made available for commercial use. Additionally, there may be a lack of
awareness of the potential applications of agent systems. To facilitate greater
awareness, we recommend that a set of early adopter case studies be prepared, both
successful and unsuccessful, with an analysis of the reasons for success or failure.
Such case studies should also include assessments of the resources and timescales
required, and the factors critical to their successful deployment. These case studies
may then be distributed to potential user organisations, such as large corporations
and government agencies throughout Europe, and publicised to national computer
industry associations and societies.
Another possible reason for a lack of deployment is the cost of system develop-

ment and implementation, both in direct financial terms and in terms of required
skills and timescales. High deployment costs are a feature of any new technology,
and if this is the case for agent systems, it would not be surprising. As agent design
tools and standard methodologies are developed, and as development teams gain
greater experience, these costs should fall. To ensure that these experiences are
disseminated beyond the early adopter community to other organisations, we rec-
ommend that best practices for agent-oriented development and deployment be
identified and publicised. Similarly, we support contribution to the maintenance and
development of strong standards for improving the interoperability of multi-agent
systems developed in heterogeneous contexts and having to interact in an open and
distributed environment.
An alternative approach, which may offer a better route, and which some com-

panies are adopting, is to fit their agent work into existing models as much as
possible. For example, the Tryllian toolkit requires Java skills rather than AI or
agent-specific skills, while Whitestein leverages J2EE and its associated skills base. In
either case, however, the value of agent technology is that it allows complex prob-
lems to be solved more quickly and more easily. Others suggest that it also enables
easier deployment and quicker results and return on investment.
The lack of industrial take-up can also be understood through the absence of a

migration path. We cannot hope to establish agent technology radically and from
scratch. Instead, we need to show how industry can migrate to agent-based solutions
gradually, while protecting existing investments in hardware, software, and skills.
The alternative approach of the paragraph above in which products gradually evolve
from established practices and technologies, offers perhaps the best option for more
immediate take-up.
The success of the AgentLink conference on Agents for Commercial Applications,

held in London in January 2002, and demonstrated by the presence of over 60
different commercial organisations, shows the wide extent of commercial interest in
agent systems and the possibilities for further dissemination of agent technologies
and deployment experiences.

Issue: Encourage increased deployment of agent technology.
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Recommendations:
– Build prototypes spanning organisational boundaries (potentially conflicting).
– Encourage early adopters of agent technology, especially ones with some risk.
– Develop catalogue of early adopter case studies, both successful and unsuccessful.
– Provide analyses of reasons for success and failure cases.
– Identify best practice for agent oriented development and deployment.
– Support standardisation efforts.
– Support early industry training efforts.
– Provide migration paths to allow smooth evolution of agent-based solutions,

services, systems, and products from today’s solutions, services, systems, and
products.

6. Application opportunities

Finally, there are a number of existing and emerging application domains for agent
technologies andmulti-agent systems.We present a brief description of several of these
domains, to demonstrate their wide range and diversity. They indicate the potential
impact of agent-related technologies on human life and society, and the fact that agent
technologies will play an increasingly important role in underpinning Europe’s tran-
sition to an information-intensive society and economy.Many other very exciting and
potentially very large areas for application are already being investigated, such as
health care and manufacturing, but we will not examine them further here.

6.1. Ambient Intelligence

The notion of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) has largely arisen through the efforts of
the European Commission in identifying challenges for European research and
development in Information Society Technologies [42]. Aimed at seamless delivery of
services and applications, it relies on three identified pillars of ubiquitous computing,
ubiquitous communication and intelligent user interfaces, yet it offers perhaps the
strongest motivation for, and justification of, agent technologies. The AmI vision
describes an environment of potentially thousands of embedded and mobile devices
(or software artefacts) interacting to support user-centred goals and activity. This
suggests a component-oriented view of the world in which the artefacts are inde-
pendent and distributed. The consensus is that autonomy, distribution, adaptation,
responsiveness, and so on, are the key characterising features of these AmI artefacts,
and in this sense they share the same characteristics as agents.
In particular, these AmI artefacts are likely to be function-specific (though pos-

sibly configurable to tasks) and will, of necessity, need to interact with numerous
other AmI artefacts in the environment around them in order to achieve their goals.
Interactions will take place between pairs of artefacts (in one-to-one cooperation or
competition), between groups of artefacts (in reaching consensus decisions), and
between artefacts and the infrastructure resources that comprise their environments
(such as large-scale information repositories, or other supporting resources, possibly
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through agent encapsulation). Interactions like these enable the establishment of
electronic institutions or virtual organisations, in which groups of agents come
together to form coherent groups able to achieve some overarching goals.
Importantly, interactions will also occur between artefacts and users, potentially

requiring greater sophistication in interface issues [115], and in user understanding
(and modelling). Also, the openness of the system, and its heterogeneity, will require
the employment of learning and adaptation techniques, since many properties of the
environment and other agents cannot be known at design time.
Though largely included in the previous points, the environment provides the

infrastructure that enables AmI scenarios to be realised. On the one hand, artefacts
offering particular services can be distinguished from issues concerning facilitating
services such as the physical infrastructure needed to support effective interaction
through sensors and actuators, and the physical connectivity for supporting quick
and efficient interactions, for example. On the other, they can also be distinguished
from issues relating to the virtual infrastructure needed to support resource dis-
covery, large-scale distributed and robust information repositories (as mentioned
above), and the logical connectivity needed to enable effective interactions between
large numbers of distributed artefacts and services, for example.
Two particularly important points to note in relation to the pervasiveness of

artefacts in the environment relate to scalability (and more particularly, device
scalability), or the need to ensure that large numbers of artefacts and services are
accommodated, and the need to ensure that the heterogeneity of artefacts and ser-
vices is facilitated by the provision of appropriate ontologies to enable the effective
interactions mentioned above. To address all these aspects of AmI will require efforts
to provide solutions to issues of operation, integration and visualisation of distrib-
uted sensors, ad hoc services and network infrastructure: a formidable challenge.

6.2. Bioinformatics and Computational Biology

An emerging domain of application for agent technologies is in the Biological Sci-
ences. One of these is in the use of multi-agent systems for simulation modelling of
biological systems, in a manner similar to their use for the simulation of socio-
economic and public policy domains. Examples of such applications have ranged
from simulation of within-cell information-signalling processes, where the agents
represent the various molecular components of the cell [69], all the way to the
simulation of macro-level biological systems, such as fish populations in the North
Atlantic. As with simulation models in public policy domains, their use in biology
enables the assessment of alternative assumptions and input parameters, and the
development of a better understanding of the dynamics of complex interacting
systems.
Another area of application in biology is in Bioinformatics. With the information

explosion caused by genomics and proteomics there is a great need for automated
information-gathering and information-inference tools. Information-gathering
agents may provide assistance to human researchers in finding appropriate research
literature or in conducting automated or semi-automated testing of data. In addi-
tion, data mining agents may present human researchers with a set of potential
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hypotheses that can be induced from the data sources. In particular, the kinds of
resources available in the bioinformatics domain, with numerous databases and
analysis tools independently administered in geographically distinct locations, lend
themselves almost ideally to adoption of a multi-agent approach. Here, the envi-
ronment is open and distributed with resources entering and leaving the system,
there are large numbers of interactions between entities for various purposes, and the
need for automation is substantial and pressing. Some early work in this direction,
using agents for genome analysis, is demonstrated by the GeneWeaver project in the
UK [18], and work using DECAF in the US [33]. More substantial work is now
underway on the use of agents as part of a large-scale eScience project on a Bioin-
formatics Grid testbed [87], also in the UK.
Automated inference from biological data is still very immature. As mentioned

above, a potential longer term application of multi-agent systems technologies is the
use of agents engaged in reasoned argument to achieve resolution about ambiguous
or conflicting experimental evidence, in a manner similar to the way in which human
scientists do currently. This area of automated eScience is probably a decade or more
from achievement, but will draw on the agent negotiation and argumentation
mechanisms developed for distributed resource allocations problems, such as those
found in eCommerce. As an example of the application of these techniques, consider
the inference of genomes for animal or plant species. Obtaining the complete genome
by experimental methods for all species is a task which could take hundreds of years,
and so, in the interim, we may need to rely on inference of the genome of one species
on the basis of comparison with those of related species. Since inferences from these
other genomes may well conflict with one another, reasoned argument between
intelligent agents, acting on behalf of scientists, in a multi-agent system, may provide
a means to generate an overall consensus.

6.3. Grid Computing

The high-performance computing infrastructure, known as the Grid [51], for sup-
porting large-scale distributed scientific endeavour has recently gained heightened
and sustained interest from several communities, as a means of developing eScience
applications such as those demanded by e.g., the bioinformatics scenarios described
above, the Large Hadron Collider facility at CERN, engineering design optimisa-
tion, and combinatorial chemistry [53]. Yet it also provides a computing infra-
structure for supporting more general applications that involve large-scale
information handling, knowledge management and service provision. Typically,
Grid computing is abstracted into several layers, which might include: a data-
computation layer dealing with computational resource allocation, scheduling and
execution; an information layer dealing with the representation, storage and access
of information; and a knowledge layer, which deals with the way knowledge is
acquired, retrieved, published and maintained.
It is natural to view large systems in terms of the services they offer, and conse-

quently in terms of the entities providing or consuming services. Grid applications, in
which typically many services may be involved, spread over a geographically dis-
tributed environment, which new services join and existing ones leave, thus very
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strongly suggest the use of agent-based computing. In this view, agents act on behalf
of service owners, managing access to services, and ensuring that contracts are ful-
filled. They also act on behalf of service consumers, locating services, agreeing
contracts, and receiving and presenting results. Just as in the AmI vision, agents will
be required to engage in interactions, to negotiate, and to make pro-active run-time
decisions while responding to changing circumstances. In particular, agents will need
to collaborate and to form coalitions of agents with different capabilities in support
of new virtual organisations. As mentioned earlier, such virtual organisations have
been identified by Foster [52] as the tool with which to unwrap the power of the
Grid.
Initially geared towards high performance computing, grid computing is now

being recognised as the future model for service-oriented environments, within and
across enterprises. The impact will be larger than just virtual organisations – a global
company is much like such a virtual organisation and will require similar technology.

6.4. Electronic Business

To date agents have been used in the first stages of eCommerce, product and mer-
chant discovery and brokering [112]. The next step will involve moving into real
trading – negotiating deals and making purchases. This stage will involve consid-
erable research and development, including generating new products and services
such as market-specific agent shells, payment and contracting methods, risk
assessment and coverage; quality and performance certification, security, trust, and
individualisation. Researchers will need to look to different fields that have dealt
with interaction problems, such as game theory, economics and sociology.
It can be argued that the real impact of electronic commerce will be on a dramatic

change in the supply chain [64]. If a consumer can contact directly the producer
instead of a reseller it might produce an increase in efficiency of the overall supply
chain. These changes in the supply chains will permit new markets to appear, old
markets to change and the participation of new players. These observations raise
some broader questions about eCommerce in general, and the speeding-up effects of
agents in particular. Consumers who are excluded from the eCommerce loop may
find their prices and choice become worse.
In the very near future a boom in agent-mediated auctions is expected. The auc-

tion is a long-established and well-understood trading mechanism, and available
agent technology can support such agent-mediated auction houses.
Although agents can recommend, they do not yet authorise agreement. However,

fully automated negotiations will soon be seen in areas where the problem can be
specified simply, each trade is of relatively small value, the process is repeated often,
and interactions are repeated very fast. Businesses buying bandwidth for virtual
private networks, and electric power capacity, provide good examples. (This will also
require the emergence of new business models, and resellers to add value, for
example by intelligent solutions.)
As mentioned earlier, automated trading is being driven partly by the growth of

electronic auctions for business-to-business procurement and partly by program
trading on stock exchanges.
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In the short term, travel agencies and retailing will be the primary business-
to-consumer application domains using agent technology in eCommerce. One of the
current efforts aimed at driving this forward can be seen in the TAC, which offered a
sophisticated problem domain of multiple auctions for agents to compile travel
packages for customers. Such initiatives can highlight the potential of agent tech-
nology for a wider audience, while at the same time contributing to the more rapid
development of the field in a specific application and problem domain.
Here, one interesting segment is supply chain management for virtual and

trans-national enterprises. On the other hand, it can be foreseen that agent technology
in this market will enable small and medium enterprises to collaborate and form
coalitions in much more flexible ways, almost regardless of geographic location.
In the longer term, full-supply chain integration is the aim. According to a

PricewaterhouseCoopers report,2 there were over 1000 public eMarkets and around
30,000 private exchanges at the start of 2001. Although the baseline domains exist,
the lack of standards and uniformity of these platforms constrains what can cur-
rently be achieved, but offers a real challenge and opportunity for deployment of
agent systems over the next 5–10 years.

6.5. Simulation

An important category of applications of multi-agent systems is in simulation of
natural or artificial societies [15]. These applications include education and training
systems, scenario exploration and policy systems, and entertainment systems.

6.5.1. Education and training. Multi-agent systems provide a natural basis for
training of decision-makers in complex decision-making domains [106]. For
example, defence simulations using multi-agent systems, can enable military plan-
ners, strategic defence staff and even operational staff to gain experience of com-
plex military operations through simulations and war games [13, 60]. These
simulated experiences are obtained instead of, or in addition to, experiences gained
in actual military operations. Similarly, decision-makers in other complex and
dynamic environments can gain valuable experience through exercises which sim-
ulate their real-world domain using multi-agent systems. Applications include
marketplaces subject to rapid change, such as telecommunications markets
undergoing deregulation, and markets for fast-moving consumer goods, such as
breakfast cereals, where consumer tastes and competitor activities can lead to
market turbulence. In these applications, as for those in defence, multi-agent sys-
tems may simulate over a few hours the dynamics of an actual market which could
occur over several years, and so give trainee decision-makers rapid exposure to
many diverse experiences. In addition, as the military example reveals, the decision-
maker is allowed to learn through his or her mistakes, without these having real-
world consequences.

6.5.2. Scenario exploration. Social simulation is somewhat unusual in that it does
not require many of the challenges listed earlier to be addressed in order for it to
succeed in the timescales considered in this report. Since simulations are by their
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nature closed (even though they may model open systems) they are almost imme-
diately enabled. However, there are many open issues to be resolved before
agent-based simulation models can be applied more widely to public policy domains.
For example, there is as yet no general understanding of what constitutes good
performance by a multi-agent system, except perhaps in some domains. There is no
guarantee, for example, that an agent society in which different species of agents co-
evolve in the course of their interactions with one another will progress in any sense;
later generations of a species may be less fit than earlier generations of that same
species when pitted against earlier generations of their competitor species. In such a
case, at which time-point should the simulation be terminated? Different termination
points may lead to different assessments of system performance and different rec-
ommendations to policy makers. Indeed, the question of performance assessment of
multi-agent systems is part of a larger, mostly open, question of performance
assessment of decision support systems in general.
In addition, many applications of agent systems to public or social policy domains

involve the development of alternative scenarios, the outcomes of which are used to
guide human decision-makers. But at present there is no formal theory of scenarios
and scenario analysis, which would tell us how to construct scenarios, how many
scenarios to construct and how to reason between and across their outcomes [83].
Developing formal theories of scenarios and rigorous methods of performance
assessment for multi-agent systems will require collaboration between computer
scientists, philosophers and decision theorists, as well as the domain experts to which
these systems are applied. It may be the case that formal theories of scenario analysis
may draw on recent work in theoretical computer science attempting to develop a
mathematical theory of simulation, such as [11].

6.5.3. Entertainment. Multi-agent systems as social simulations are also of
increasing importance in entertainment applications [10]. These applications range
from single-(human)-player computer games to multi-player games, where the other
players may be both humans and agents. The popularity of social simulation games,
such as Maxis, SimCity, for example, where human players construct artificial
societies, show the potential for multi-agent simulation applications. Potential
applications also exist in other interactive media, such as interactive movies, tele-
vision and even books, where viewers and readers may have their own avatar par-
ticipate in the story and may interact with fictional characters directly.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we have sought to provide a manifesto for the progress of research,
development and deployment of agent technology, with a view to supporting future
computing efforts. Based, in part, on the work undertaken in the AgentLink II
thematic network from 2000 to 2003, we have reviewed the current state of activity in
the field, and have outlined a path through identifiable problems and challenges yet
to be faced. Our timeline considers the next 10 or so years, and is intentionally bold
in its projections. We do not claim that these will be achieved, but that these are
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possible outcomes that we should strive for, and should use to focus our collective
efforts as a community. More importantly, in order to be able to face the technical
challenges identified, we have argued that several social (or community) challenges
must also be met.
Although we believe that the problems and challenges identified here provide a

strong and clear set of immediate and longer-term objectives, the analysis itself is
limited. We have focused primarily on research and development aspects, and have
taken a rather research-influenced approach. By contrast, market and industry
trends have been only fleetingly incorporated, and there are likely to be many similar
omissions. Rather than invalidate the work here, this suggests instead that there is
further work to be done on other aspects of agent technologies, and on updating the
analysis as more substantive and broader assessments take place. Indeed, as part of
the work of AgentLink III (see www.agentlink.org for details), we aim to address
these points, and to develop the roadmap further.
It is clear that there are many opportunities for the application of agent tech-

nologies. Indeed, it is perhaps true to say that the value of such technologies has
never been greater than at the present moment, with the serendipitous convergence
of several fields of research and technological developments. Yet the possibility of
failure remains; we see this manifesto as just one of many ways to set out a path to
follow that will enable us to avoid that.
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